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Modern computing equipment is present at schools and universities at all levels of education. In the statistical sciences computers offer great opportunities to enrich the learning process by the means of e.g. animations, software integration or on-the-fly computations.

A personal review of different e-learning platforms for statistics is done in this paper. This review reveals facts that could be taken into account for future e-learning platforms in statistics. One of the most striking discoveries of our analysis is that students of statistics actually do not use electronic media in the desired frequency and actually rely more on print media such as books, copies of slides, etc.
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1 Introduction

There has been a plethora of approaches to find the 'holy grail' of e-learning statistics, satisfying the needs of teachers and students as well. In fact the demand of students and teachers for e-learning must be correctly balanced as the following example illustrates.

The aim of a student, for example, is to get immediate and fast access to media which aid him or her in the acquisition of knowledge to pass the exam. The teacher on the other hand is interested in improving his classes and providing the student with knowledge for sophisticated data analyses under
different conditions. These aims are generally conflicting and hardly mappable into a single e-learning system.

In addition each course level requires its special e-learning architecture since the degree of computer literacy and the willingness to perform interactive statistical learning tasks is, of course, a function of this level. At ISE/CASE the education is based on the following elements: introductory statistics and probability theory in the first year, multivariate statistics and first computational steps in the second year and specialisation in a theoretical or applied field (e.g. finance, insurance) and research seminars in the third year. An overview about the course structure is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of the course structure at ISE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>e-Media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Statistics I &amp; II</td>
<td>MM*Stat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate Statistics</td>
<td>Multivariate Statistics I</td>
<td>XploRe Introductory Course</td>
<td>Q &amp; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Statistics</td>
<td>Computerbased Statistics I &amp; II</td>
<td>Data Mining/Statistical Learning</td>
<td>XploRe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privatissimum</td>
<td></td>
<td>Numerical Introductory Course</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
<td>Multivariate Statistics</td>
<td>Multivariate Statistics I</td>
<td>e-stat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics of Fin. Markets</td>
<td>Statistics of Fin. Markets I &amp; II</td>
<td>XploRe Introductory Course</td>
<td>XploRe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Statistics</td>
<td>Multivariate Statistics II</td>
<td>Data Mining/Statistical Learning</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Num- and Semparameters I &amp; II</td>
<td>Numerical Introductory Course</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applied Quantitative Methods</td>
<td></td>
<td>MD*Booklets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privatissimum</td>
<td></td>
<td>Master Thesis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Financial Statistics</td>
<td>Quantitative Finance Seminar</td>
<td>XploRe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mathematical Statistics Seminar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Statistical Tools in Finance and Insurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the last ten years we have developed several systems on our own, in addition we have been involved in a variety of e-learning projects. Based on our experience with these projects we observed that:

1. Interactivity is not appreciated or understood.
2. HTML pages and screenshots of interactive examples are often printed out for take home studies.
3. Discussion groups are rarely used.
4. Feedback through uploading of e.g. homework is often refused.

This might all be a consequence of technical issues (internet browser, operating system), we do believe though that e-learning in statistics should not invest too much optimism but rather provide a thoughtful set of really integrable e-learning examples.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe a variety of e-learning systems, in Section 3 we report our main findings. Section 4 concludes the findings with a recommendation on future e-learning architectures.

2 Modern e-learning materials

2.1 MM*Stat

A first-year student learning statistics needs to be introduced into descriptive statistics and the basic concepts of probability theory and estimation. The highschool training puts him on a level of knowledge which typically incorporates the judgement of roulette or lottery outcomes but not the testing of hypotheses and the graphical display of data. The idea of MM*Stat ([http://www.quantlet.com/mdstat/mmstat.html](http://www.quantlet.com/mdstat/mmstat.html)) was to directly pick up the highschool knowledge and then to go on with basic concepts of graphical data analysis.

The screenshot in Figure 1 shows screenshots for the Arab and English edition of MM*Stat and depicts the HTML-based filing card structure: Each 'lecture' filing card provides basic concepts of methods considered together with definitions, important formulas and graphics. 'Fully explained', 'Enhanced' and 'Interactive' examples are linked to the lecture card and show how the formulas can be applied. This MD*Booklet structure was implemented manually for the German edition, for other languages (see Table 2) an automatic conversion utility [KW2002] had been developed on the basis of LaTeX2HTML.

![Fig. 1. Screenshot of MM*Stat, Arab and English version](image-url)
Table 2. Languages covered by MM*Stat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arab (in development)</td>
<td>Czech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenian</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the integration of interactive examples a combination of an embedded XploRe Quantlet Client [BHL2005] and a local or remote XploRe Quantlet Server (XQS) is used. Thus MM*Stat enables the student to compute distribution functions, draw histograms or derive results for statistical tests in the web browser.

In our opinion MM*Stat provides certain advantages compared with textbooks. On the one hand printed books are usually restricted to small datasets since it is exhausting to compute e.g. a regression line for a dataset of 100 value pairs, on the other hand the effects of a parameter change can only be depicted as a sequence of graphs and tables. With MM*Stat, real-world datasets can be used, effects of parameter changes are shown in real-time.

One of the cornerstones of teaching, the repetition of earlier introduced concepts and methods is implemented in two different ways: To see or recall the definition of a used term, a glossary has been written, important words within the different lectures are linked to this glossary. In addition each chapter contains multiple choice questions, via JavaScript these questions are evaluated on-the-fly, the results are shown to the student.

2.2 Electronic Books

To generate an added value for print media the XQS technology used for MM*Stat has been successfully applied to books, which have been designed for 2nd year and above students. In the current implementation each book (see http://www.xplore-stat.de/ebooks/ebooks.html), its HTML version and the corresponding set of slides contain references to web pages on a webserver. These HTML pages show the XploRe source code and allow to run the example in a Java applet. In addition to MM*Stat there is an additional mode which allows the student to completely modify the source code of the example.

Figure 2 depicts two screenshots from the book *Applied Multivariate Analysis* [HS2003]. On the left hand side the 'run' version of the quantlet is shown, on the right the 'edit' version.
2.3 e-stat

The aim of the e-stat project (http://emilea-stat.rwth-aachen.de/) was to deliver a significant contribution for the improvement of the practical statistical education. The content modules were provided as XML by the project partners, a consortium of nine German universities. The XML code was then equipped with dedicated views and scenarios. The targeted user
groups were not only students but also people with a general interest in statistics.

The various views and scenarios, which are linked to real-world applications include [CCK2002]:

- **Method-based**: Learning of methods along a predefined way of modules with terms, examples and exercises
- **Problem-based**: Based on a simplified description of the problem, a consulting component then proposes a suitable solution
- **View-based**: Problem description from specific areas serve as examples to deal with the underlying terms

To provide suitable information for different groups of users the e-stat system offers three levels (introductory, applied, advanced) of abstraction with increasing degrees of difficulty. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the e-stat website: On the left there is a list of all available modules which are then displayed in the right frame.

### 2.4 Q&A

![Fig. 4. A 'simple' Q&A exercise: Throwing two dices.](image)

The Q&A system [K2004] provides an interactive environment for the exam preparation in undergraduate courses of statistics. The platform handles two types of exercises: 'simple' and 'variable' exercises. For both types of exercises a problem is presented to the student with multiple choice answers, see Figure 4). The homepage of the project is [http://stirner.wiwi.hu-berlin.de/qa/](http://stirner.wiwi.hu-berlin.de/qa/).

Q&A allows to check for common student mistakes. Let us consider for example a simple exercise, shown in Figure 4. Assume two dices are thrown.
What is the probability that one dice shows '2' and the other '3' under the condition that the sum of both dices is '5'? Typically the students make two mistakes. They do not recognize that they have a) to compute a conditional probability and b) take into account that there are two elementary events.

Depending on the answers the student chooses, one can trace back what kind of mistakes they usually make. We categorized the answers of 215 students in seven classes:

1. a) wrong, b) wrong 23%,  
2. a) wrong, b) correct 39%,  
3. a) correct, b) wrong 6%,  
4. a) correct, b) correct 16%,  
5. not answered at all/other answers 11%,  
6. an answer, which belongs to the other version 5%,

As a reply to the first four groups of errors different web pages with hints on the correct solution are given.

2.5 Moodle

Moodle [K2005] is a course management system (CMS) - a free, Open Source software package designed using sound pedagogical principles, to help lecturers create effective online learning communities. Moodle has a large and diverse user community with over 75,000 registered users at http://moodle.org, covering 70 languages in 138 countries.
At Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin the Moodle system is maintained by
the 'Multimedia Lern- and Lehrzentrum' from the computing center of the
university. At ISE/CASE the work with Moodle started at the beginning of
2005; since that time it has been used for several courses at Bachelor and
Master level.

Moodle allows to
1. structure lectures according to a set of topics or a time table,
2. maintain a class forum and forums related to each topic or date of the
time table,
3. group students to solve different tasks or exercises,
4. upload and manage documents for lecturers, e.g. lecture slides,
   and students, e.g. solutions for exercises and
5. generate online exercises with direct evaluation.

The Moodle system, a screenshot is depicted in Figure 5, provides many more
features, yet only a few have been used by the ISE. The first question that
each lecturer should answer is: Why should one of their student use such a
system? Our answer is that we have moved the teaching materials, e.g. slides,
information about the grading process from the web pages of the institute to
the Moodle system. Thus to download the formulary, the exercise collections or
the slides the students have to enter the Moodle system. To receive an account
the students have to provide a valid e-mail address, this allows us, together
with the email features of Moodle, to make important announcements to the
whole class.

2.6 Other Packages

Although spreadsheet software such as Excel may not be the optimal choice
for data analysis [MW2005], they are suitable tools for the statistics educa-
tion. They are available on almost every computer and the majority of the
students knows how to operate them. At ISE Excel sheets are mainly used in
the education of undergraduate students, e.g. to visualize the Central Limit
Theorem or parameter changes of distribution functions. The built-in functions
are easily accessible, without knowing a high-level programming language such
as Java or C++ formulas may be edited or graphical user interface components
such as sliders, radiobuttons and pull-down menus be used. Figure 6 displays
a screenshot of a spreadsheet to visualize eight different probability density
functions, via sliders the parameters can be modified.
DoLStat@d [MYY2003] has been developed at Okayama University, Japan by Yuichi Mori and colleagues. This web-based learning system, available online at http://moi61.soci.ous.ac.jp/@d/DoLStat/index.html, provides various courses which are classified into major categories such as 'General statistics', 'Research field' and 'Statistical method'. Each course contains real world data with their analysis stories, see Figure 7, which are from a data-oriented statistical database system. The provided data sets are designed for the learning purpose of the course and are ordered in educational perspective.

'Neue Statistik' (http://www.neuestatistik.de/) is a multimedia teaching platform for statistics for German universities. The aim [G2002] was to replace the formal and mathematical way in the education of undergraduate students by a problem-oriented and practical approach. This includes the usage of animations, diagrams and video sequences. Part of the system is the free teaching software 'Statistiklabor', which is based on R.

3 Evaluation

There are four different aspects in the work with e-learning environments, the technical, the content and the attitudes from lecturers and students.

For MM*Stat the issues arose mostly from the technical side. When MM*Stat was developed, the two leading web browsers were the partly incompatible Netscape 4 and Internet Explorer 5, therefore the work focused on these two programs. Incompatibilities with newer browsers such as Internet Explorer 6 and Mozilla Firebird prevented the successful usage of MM*Stat.
inside the lectures and exercise classes. For languages such as Arab the LaTeX/LaTeX2HTML software does not provide enough support, here a huge load of manual work is necessary.

A statistical analysis of questionnaires among students revealed that MM*Stat partially replaced traditional media such as books for a significant proportion of students but did not lead to better grades.

The electronic books are HTML versions of printed books, enriched with interactive examples. These examples require the Java Runtime Environment which is an additional barrier for the usage. There were no further adjustments paying tribute to special requirements of electronic media. The quality of the content largely depends on the authors. Since the students prefer to have a printed copy of the book, the eBooks mainly serve as easily searchable encyclopedia.

The e-stat project mainly suffered from technical and content issues. The complicated structure of modules requires a certain amount of knowledge, especially of XML. Furthermore the different modules are diverse, in their quality and amount. For some modules there are extensive descriptions at all levels, for a large proportion of modules there are only information at one of three levels.

The basic idea of Q&A was that the student invests time on thinking about the correct answer for an exercise, however an analysis of the generated log files revealed an opposite behavior. Instead of carefully selecting an answer, the student usually click on the first solution, then the second,... until he or she has found the correct solution. Q&A also requires a significant amount
of work from the lecturer. For each common error a web page with hints and comments has to be written.

Specialized systems such as Moodle may provide advantages especially in terms of options for the multiple choice questions. However, the use of a standard software limits the flexibility in comparison with self-developed solutions, e.g. in the design of the answer pages.

Moodle differs from the other environments since its main purpose is to manage contents for lectures and to provide forums, chats and content storage for various types of lectures. However the complexity of Moodle requires an initial investment from the lecturer as they are forced to structure their lectures, either on topics or a time schedule. Furthermore they have to investigate which of the offered functionality is useful for their classes, as not each class may, e.g. require a student forum.

The use of electronic media for courses also requires adjustments in the way how students learn, they only accept such a technology if they have real advantages. From our experience students rarely use forums; even in lectures with a large audience, e.g. the introductory courses in statistics with nearly 500 students, more than 99% of the entries came from the lecturer himself, a test with anonymous accounts provided same results. Most students prefer to send their questions via email or consult the lecturer personally, but even the number of emails was considerably low. In our opinion the students are afraid of asking a ‘foolish’ question and rather prefer the direct interaction from face to face. The use of forums even seems to cause, especially when anonymous accounts or webmailer account are enabled, a tendency to use inappropriate language. Several forums had to be closed at ISE due to insulting postings from the students.

4 Conclusion

A few years ago, e-learning in statistics was considered to be an absolute must have for the modern education of students. The experience has shown that the goals, which are connected with e-learning elements, are different for students, lecturers and developers. The developers were interested in the technically most sophisticated solutions, the lecturers in the proliferation of their materials and the students in an easy way to achieve enough knowledge to pass the exam.

Nowadays we see e-learning as valuable support tool to aid the learning process, but the problems which may arise in the work with e-learning tools are still manyfold. Besides technical problems such as the limitation to specific web browsers there are pedagogical issues and side effects as well.
Therefore our conclusion is that:

1. e-learning cannot replace the interaction of student, teacher and blackboard
2. e-learning tools can only be successful if they satisfy the need of all participants of the system

The requirements for excellent electronic media in education are manyfold: Robust and reliable technology, high-quality contents and the willingness to adjust the own behavior from both, the students and the lecturers.
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